
 

 

AUTO GATES, NEW SYSTEM WARRANTY? 

 

What warranty do I get with my new system? ‘How much do you want?’ You see we 

have three levels of maintenance two of which are warranty extensions. Silver guarantees 

labour but not parts, they are chargeable extra over and Gold is an extension of the 

original installation’s twelve month warranty. All three Bronze, Silver & Gold, include 

schedule maintenance servicing, inspection, testing and report. 

 

  
 

Do you cover everything? Subject to agreement, normal wear & tear, free of misuse or 

abuse and used as designed, within the work load agreed (number of operations a day) 

with suitable maintenance, most everything is covered. Designed and installed correctly 

to suit their specific operating environment, most systems are maintained to be reliable 

for years. 

 

 Control box & Enclosure Operators & Attachments 

 Local Mains connection Serviceable cable routes local 

 Furniture & Fixings  Stops & locks 

 Command equipment Safety control devices 

 Miscellaneous equipment Audio, Video communications interface 

 Associated items  Interfaces and alike 

 

N.B All items are subject to the agreed list of parts covered unique to each system 

 

What is not covered? Most consumable items have limited if any real cover as they are 

so hard to ensure freedom from damage or abuse. Items such as remote controls that are 

left lying around, dropped or put into glove boxes and alike, keys and cards that are 

carried about, these sorts of items have limited protection and cover. 

 

Ground works, by their very nature, are subject to outside influences such as ground 

movement and third party interference (i.e. tree root damage, incremental weather, 

subsidence or contractor damage for example when resurfacing a driveway, etc;) all of 

which are beyond our control. 

 



    
 

Provided no outside influences to the contrary and adequate maintenance given, Gate-A-

Mation installed products are known to last decades. 

 

   
 

What is most vulnerable? This is a good question and will depend upon what is installed, 

where it is, how it is used and if it suits the user’s needs. Some items are by design or 

build, more vulnerable than others. These items are usually only recommended or used in 

locations or systems that accommodate them. If a system’s use changes, its work load 

varies greatly or the abuse factor rises, then vulnerable operators (jacks etc.), plastic 

components, exposed controls and cables may be the first to fail. 

 

   
 

Induction loops are high value items that can fail if damaged. They are made up of two 

main parts; loop board and loop with tail. The board is protected by the enclosure and the 

loop with tail is either protected by conduit through which it travels or slot cut and tarred 

directly into the road surface. Loop and tails are low value materials that have high labour 

and sometimes landscaping content (under brick sets, etc). Damage is rare as they are 

protected underground and away from most abuse. 

 

Every day people appreciate the value of a good warranty! 
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